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PREFACE
The topics are so varied that I leave you the care to visit them, a real preface will follow in the next
edition, because I am in a hurry to publish this ...
It can be noted that the red color is used in abundance, in my works, it is because I do not have workers to
apply textures, and for various reasons of revolt.
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2D OPTIC CATS COMMUNICATIONS
By using camera and screen, we could increase the data rate by x %, where x are your need :) , by using
cubic array of 3D 10 meters step... I'm hoping of 10 M Bytes/s, with the help of 2D code bar for the SUPER
DUPER EVA SUBMARINES...
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THE CHATPLACE TECHNICS
In honor of Laplace, I'm building this imaginary space that will be a complete screen of symbol to be read
and encode by the two end computer that will transfer the images. In the imaginary space of 4K, there is the place
for all characters of this planet in 20X20 format pixels, of about 20,736 completed characters. All the screen
possibility will be encoded materially into a memory read only device, that will trig the data stored into by the call
of the transfer screen number. In the case of Mars, that should be a 7 X 7 low dispersion laser array.
This system is now improved, by the use of single pixel (bit) in different screen space (memory available),
for the different use.
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THE BANDWITH RATIO: IMAGINARY / REAL

For a memory size of 2m, where in the case of a cellular phone, “m” should be 32, the bus width addressable
memory, so the size of the packets, will be 2 16 bit. This fact, because the number of packets to be compare with
the data for matching them, to achieved a 32 bit number (integer:”m”), will be 2 16 too, to maximize the bandwidth,
that itself is achieved by multiplication of those both number that are related by addition of exponent, about the
memory size :)
The number of operation per second is given by the switching speed of the transistorized system, built to
perform that screening test. Operation per second = 2 32 * 25E-11 s = 0,931 Hz
In conclusion, the imaginary bandwidth (bit/s) is equal to the bus width addressable(2 16) * Operation per
second. And the real bandwidth is equal to the memory width(32) * (operation per second). The quotient of both,
gives the final ratio, the CATS-RABBITS ratio, of the effective compression rate of the communication...
That ratio is from 1 to 186 361 for huge device :)
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PARENTHESIS ON THE POWER GENERATED BY THE CHATPLACE TECHNICS
The list of device that follow doesn't include the CHATPLACE device, because it does not exist actually :)
•

SDRAM:
◦ 4 G bytes / 10 ns : 1,5 W

•

EEPROM:
◦ 512 k bytes / 70 ns : 0,1 W
◦ 1 M bytes / 70 ns : 0,1 W
◦ 1 M bytes / 200 ns : 0,05 W

•

LPDDR4:
◦ 32 G bytes / 0,25 ns : 1 W N.B.: This 0,25 ns could theoretically be increase by burst data to 0,032 ns
by adding a memory complex to compare with the packet within a 4096 Bus width, all that modifiable :)

My approximate evaluation for the power consumption, will include the others parts of the device, that will
be estimated by doubling the power consumption of the memory. For a cell phone, with a factor CHATS-LAPINS of
2048X, it should be about 2 W, for a 4 G bytes memory, remembering the reader that the ratio shall be calculated
with bits values...
I must remember the reader, that this ratio is applied on the real bandwidth, so, without parallelism of
some devices, you won't achieved any increase in effective data rate in the phone, but only reduced the cost of the
transmission by 2048 :)
With a 5 M bytes transmission rate device, the cost of decreasing the rate and maintaining the total phone
data rate, should be:

•

With a 32 G bytes memory unit
◦ A ratio of 2048, that mean 64 CHATPLACE unit parallel
◦ 64/44 of the data: 1,6X

•

With 4 X 32 G bytes memory unit
◦ A ratio of 2048, that mean 256 CHATPLACE unit parallel
◦ 256/40 of the data: 6,4X = 32 M bytes / second :) At the cost of 8 W and 4 mm X (10 X 10) mm,
that will be restore to the phone by lowering the WiFi bandwidth by 320X, even more :) :) :)

•

With a 32 G bytes memory unit
◦ A ratio of 1092, 256 parallel
◦ 256/21: 12,2X, but this time 160X on the WiFi, and 2 W, and 1 mm X (10 X 10) mm
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SOME ELECTRONICS
To achieved better efficiency, there are some designs specifications to be described:

•

The two different Bus of the single chip IC, that will included memory, are as usual address and data bus.

•

Since that scanning comparison procedure will be incremented one by one in the same way every time.

•

There is no need to input the addresses, but only to trigger the process, for synchronization purpose.

•

The total memory size of the chip IC, will be (2m/2 + 2) * (2m/2) bits. For storing the compared data packet.

•

That storage capacity is justify, by the use of very huge internal Bus width, for speed (overall time).

•

The comparison could be achieved by multi “Equal” transistorized parallel system, for # of cycles too.

•

Multi signal (cables or frequency) merge inside a separate chip IC (or the same one: heat consideration)

The final cycle time (to produced a “m” width “integer”) : Max ( 0,25 ns X 2 m/2 X 2m/2 / Internal Bus Width,
2m/2 (from more than one signal) / achievable input data Bus width (physical chip width) / 100 sub memory packets
(0,002 ns transistor switching time, on a pin synchronization, within the physical input data Bus: theoretical) )
The maximum theoretical input: 5X 100 G bit/s input, but we won't achieved that :) The device looks to be
limited only by the comparison process...
At the end: 0,25 ns X 2m/2 seconds per cycle, with an internal Bus width of 2 m/2 = 61 kHz per parallel device :)
With the 100 G bits/s cable: 51,230 devices in parallel, to saturate it... with an astonishing 1,64E15 bytes of
memory :(
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2D SENSOR TOWER ARRAY
With the combination of these two concepts:
•

2D optic CATS communications

•

The CHATPLACE technics

We could achieved communication towers with really high bandwidth :) Let's consider them without rain and
weather factors, and after adding those concepts.
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VACUUM TUBED LINKS
With mirrors, we could achieved to follow the ground, by adding double mirrors configuration over 2 X 90°
deviation tubes.
Optimal theoretical divergence of a LASER (in degree): w=diameter
I wish I could not divide this number by 3 or more, but the use of mirrors, maybe hundreds of them, make it
mandatory... At every emission site we will loose latency. But we could expect 50 km length for a cm², with or
without good weather :)
By using 7 X 7, 2-D array, we could reach the bandwidth of 2^49 bits X 120 Hz, that is more than enough
for our Human need for video data. With some colours, it could be insane: n^10 , where n could be 4! = 24 :() :)
A tube that contain 5 X 10 LASER with 0,00388 m², should have a width of 28 cm diameter. With a
thickness of about 0,2 mm, the total cost should be in the order of 50,000 USD for the tube metal, and 450,000
USD for the others aspects.
In conclusion, the ratio of bandwidth for equivalent distance system (by lowering the value of vacuum tube),
is about 75,000 X in favour of the vacuum tube, but the price ratio is 3:1, in favour of the fiber, because we have
to get it in tube too... The major flaw is that we don't need actually such bandwidth at large, maybe only on certain
bottleneck :)
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ORBITAL SPACE ARRAY
With the same kind of device, we could expect to reach Mars by telecommunication system with great
bandwidth by only few step, the result will be an array of satellites (at least 6, for redundancy) to be placed in
orbit around the Sun, our star, between Earth and Mars. My first estimation gives to me, with an array of 9 X 18packed coloured LASER, distanced by 115 km. The power will be produced in every single devices, because the
power requirement is low, by the detection rate that need only about less than 1E-12 J. We could achieved that
without the use of massive lens, that could cost us billions of USD.
We will aim at the target with the best positioning device, and make the all thing oscillating both axis range,
with a medium frequency, very low amplitude vibrator, to find within an ante-selected range obtain by Lambert
algorithm, and with two synchronized clocks, send a signal when the target is hit... after we will follow the moving
target by the lost of points in the signal.
Some calculations:
mirrors(4 m diameter), that will concentrate the diluted laser: theta = M² * λ / (pi * diameter)
1,1 * 325 E-9 m / (3,14159 * 0,0021 m) = 0,000 054 188°
distance between the mirrors = (1000 / 5) E9 m * Tan(0,000 054 188°) = 190 km
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CATS AND RABBITS LINEAR SUPERPOSITION

Base on adding wave one to another we “may” achieved (18!) 9. But it's stupid, because we can't have enough
memory to translate it :) In that scenario, we could reduced the array to 2 X 2 or simply a triangle of 3: (18!) 3 ...
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LASER TYPE AND WAVELENGTH
Unfortunately, in our real world there is limited kind of LASER and each of them with specific power
requirement and wavelength. I'm not a specialist in LASER, it's a science by itself, but let's enumerated some of
them:

Name

Wavelength

excimer

157-351

Dyes

200-400

Ti-Sapphire

235-330

By Danh - Own work.The data and its references can be found in the spreadsheet Commercial laser lines.xls
(unfortunately Wikipedia does not allow uploading spreadsheets). Currently most of the data is taken from
Weber's book Handbook of laser wavelengths [1], with newer data in particular for semiconductor lasers. For
quasi-cw lasers (e.g. metal vapor lasers) the length of the full line gives the mean power. Uses File:Linear visible
spectrum.svg↑ Weber, Marvin J. Handbook of laser wavelengths, CRC Press, 1999. ISBN 0849335086, CC BY-SA
3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=8187485
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FROGS SENSOR DEVICES
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DILUTED LASER CAPTURE

This telescope could cost 10,000 USD.
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USUAL IMAGERY DEVICES :)

IMX294CJK
Diagonal 21.63 mm (Type 4/3) Approx. 10.71M-Effective Pixel Color CMOS Image Sensor

•

Large-size optical format (Type 4/3)

•

Supports 4K output at 120 frame/s

•

High sensitivity (SNR1s = 0.14 lx)

•

High-speed interfaces (CSI-2/SLVS-EC*2)

•

Supports Quad Bayer Coding HDR
It's clearly not what we need, but I need to get some number: 0,14 lux, it's going to be better :)

lux = lumen/m²
lumen = related to power consumption by specific device: 1/683 J/s
The LASER should have data like this: 230 mJ at 0,4 W, that gives 0,23 Joule / 15E-9 s = 15E6 J/s
That gives 10,2 E9 lumen, let's expect 2 mm of area, gives 3,25 E15 lux
At 200E9 meters, gives 3,25E9 / 1,13E11 = 0,03 lux
Magnify by a mirror of 10 X = 0,3 lux
Now, we only need the smallest telescope of best buy company :)
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ELECTRICITY
A solar array like one in the ISS, is about 25 W per m². The consumption will be in the order of 10 W,
without the communication device. Be provided to a Hall effect thruster is about 1 kW to achieved 83 mN at 3000
second of efficiency. But we could accumulated energy in a capacitor to achieved that...
8,3E-3 m/s², will be enough, the tank of fuel, with 10 kg, can hold at least 50 years...
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SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS

Jules Verne
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3D LIVING ARRAY

The ultimate goal, to be achieved here, is to build the EVA WHALE structure, in the best conditions
possible:

You can appreciate the huge problematic :() :)
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SUBMARINES HIGH BANDWIDTH CLOSE COMMUNICATIONS

These submarines could easily communicate with high data rate if they are inside the living array... We could
see two inside this image. I call this 3D array, like that, because it's moving around objects and submarines when
they are too close :)
I will in the next sections explore about this strange concept :)
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HIGH BANDWIDTH CONVENTIONAL SUBMARINES CLOSE TRANSFER
WITH THE GROUND

•

Maybe, we could achieved an international network, dedicated to nuclear submarines efficiency, that way
reducing the response time, so the risk associated with such lag responses :() :() :()

•

The formidable investment, will be rewarded by a new era of stability :) :() :(

•

My first estimation, for a complete network mapping of all oceanic floor, in case of an alien invasion :)

•

361 132 000 km² of oceanic floor, by 50 km width squares, max 35.35 km of the next borne

•

The insignificant cost of the submarines modification (all the fleet? Yes, but this time the new submarine
concept, I proposed, in case of aliens invasion...)

•

15 E6 km * 100 USD/km = 1,5 Billions USD for optical fiber, only

•

10 Boats at 100 E6 USD = 1 Billions USD + 0,1 Billion for the wages

•

15 E6 km * 1,00 USD/km = 15 Millions USD for the electric conductor, inside the same envelop

•

15 E6 km / (50 km / Nodes) = 300,000 Nodes, that gives us: at 2,50 USD = 750,000 USD for the IC

•

3 E5 Nodes * 0,005 W / 1000 * 3600 * 24 * 365 * 0,25 USD/kWh = 11 E6 USD Max per year for
electricity
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THE REVENUE

•

Cruise line tourism industry, 40 Billions per year of revenue

•

40 E9 * 5% * 60 years = 120 Billions USD

•

Actual prices for 1 G Bytes of Data (3:20 minutes of 4K images):
◦ Cellular phone (on ground): Virgin = 0,03 USD/M Bytes = 30 USD per G Bytes if you go over :)
◦ Disney cruise line (at sea): 0,09 USD/M Bytes = 90 USD per G Bytes, at low bit rate :(

•

At least 10 E6 passengers per years, with 10 days at 3:20 minutes = 5 E9 USD per year, at 50 USD per GB

•

For 60 years 300 E9 USD, to be compare to 5% of the ticket price = we are in the same range :()

•

Russia Navy needs = 100 000 Sailors at sea * 1 USD per day * 1822 / 61 = 3 E6 USD per day for the world

•

1 Billion USD per year for all the navy * 60 years = 60 Billions USD

In conclusion, economically, 180 E9 USD available for an 100 year project, with interest and repair :) The
overall cost should be around: 3 E9 USD, if built with the lowest prices :() :)
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TYPICAL SAMPLE EMOTIONAL TEST
Disney Cruise Line:
Internet and Wi-Fi: Satellite internet connectivity is available throughout all Disney ships. Wireless highspeed internet is available for purchase for passengers bringing their own laptops or other electronic devices.
Disney also has laptops available for passengers who don't have personal devices, though they'd still need to
purchase an internet package.
Fees: Connect@Sea offers internet packages that are based on the amount of megabytes used. One
package can be shared on multiple devices. Passengers can choose to pay as they go ($0.25 per MB) or pick from
one of following three packages: The small package includes 100 MB for $19 ($0.19 per MB) and is ideal for
occasional use, like checking email; the medium package offers 300 MB for $39 ($0.13 per MB) and is geared
toward moderate users, like those who wish to upload images to social media; and the large package covers most
internet needs, providing 1,000 MB for $89 ($0.09 per MB).
Cell phones: Cell phone usage is available on all ships. If your carrier supports GPRS data service, you may
use compatible Cellular at Sea to check email and surf the web on your phone, for a fee. When the ship is in port,
the service is off and passengers can connect to local roaming networks. Passengers also can use the Disney Cruise
Line Navigator app on their smartphones, which will allow them access to daily itineraries, activities, dining menus
and the ability to chat with other passengers through the Guest Wi-Fi network while onboard. There is no charge
to use the app.
Each stateroom also comes with two Wave Phones, which you can use to text and call fellow cruisers
onboard and on Castaway Cay, Disney's private island. The Wave Phones can call any shipboard phone, stateroom
phone or other Wave Phone. Additional Wave Phones can be borrowed for a fee.
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THE CONNECTORS

The principle is simple, the ship carry all the thing, and when she want a high debit connection, it send the
thing at the bottom of the sea, with the link, and the connection is establish, and after the thing going back up :)
The thing, will probably be a assembly of screen and camera, to get the 2D signal.
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THE ALGORITHM
We have limited supply of electrical power, By that fact I want to implement a spreading algorithm:

•

Base on the map: Big squares = Optic fiber, Small square = Copper wire, You could zoom on the map :)

•

When you required a connection, your current location node send a message, within the copper data wire, in
the next node on the path to the target, calculated inside the Sea-net (“Barracuda”), with a memory device,
that could be flash every X minutes, to know the breached lines or Nodes. In case, of detectable failure, by
a periodic testing of neighborhood Nodes, the memory of each Nodes of the Sea-Net, will be updated by a
spreading method.

•

By that fact, opening a power channel for the optical device, being able to operate. That way, we will
powering only few Nodes and lines, to achieved less than 4,000 km length of power cable, with a Voltage
source of 2,000 V and a total power consumption of less than 156 W, including the cable loss. That will allow
us to use, up to 100 Node's devices, and leave us 150 W, for the LASER. If the signal need amplification, it
will be done elsewhere. That channel of Power should be achieved by electrical magnetic relay, that will be
coordinated by the Sea-Net, every period of time, and will stay opened during the connection.

•

To achieved many connections at the same time, many boats or submarines in close location, we will split
every second in 4 E-7 sec, that is required to achieved 1 Tera bit/s, with the specified 100 ms latency, that
will need to be added to the speed of light, over the distance, of course :) That way we could theoretically
having 2,500,000 connections at the same time and place. All that being modifiable :()

•

We are now ready for an aliens invasion :() :)
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
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WIKIPEDIA
BLENDER
AUTOCAD
OPEN OFFICE
ET AUTRES SI LA QUESTION SE POSE :)

C'est ça qui arrive quand on ne sait pas prendre de photo : Lumière venant du coté droit :)
Peut-être une autre fois :)
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